We give a new example for a proper scoring rule motivated by the form of Anderson-Darling distance of distribution functions and Example 5 in Brehmer and Gneiting [3] .
H(ξ, η) denote the Shannon entropy of (ξ, ξ) and (ξ, η), respectively. Next, we give an interpretation of the inequality (1.1) . Suppose that we believe that a real-valued random variable X has a distribution Q on (R, B(R)), where B(R) denotes the Borel σ-algebra on R. Suppose also that the penalty for quoting some predictive distribution P for a realization ω ∈ R is S(P, ω) ∈ R ∪ {−∞, ∞}. So if our quoted distribution for X is P, then the expected value of our penalty is E(S(P, X)) = R S(P, ω) Q(dω) = S(P, Q). Based on principles of decision theory, we should choose our quoting distribution P in order to minimize the expected penalty S(P, Q), and inequality (1.1) says that Q is such an optimal choice. It is known that a scoring rule satisfying some kind of regularity condition (see (1. 2)) can be properized in the sense that it can be modified in a way that it becomes a proper scoring rule, see, e.g., Theorem 1 in Brehmer and Gneiting [3] , which we recall below.
1.1 Theorem. Let S : P × Ω → R ∪ {−∞, ∞} be a scoring rule. Suppose that for every P ∈ P there exists a probability measure P * ∈ P such that S(P * , P) S(Q, P) for all Q ∈ P. In all what follows, let Ω := R and B be the Borel σ-algebra on R, and a probability measure P ∈ P is identified with the function R ∋ x → P((−∞, x)), which is nothing else but the distribution function of the random variable Ω ∋ ω → ω with respect to the probability measure P. In notation, instead of P((−∞, x)) we will write P(x), where x ∈ R.
A commonly used scoring rule is the so-called weighted Continuous Ranked Probability Scoring (wCRPS) rule defined by
where w : R → (0, ∞) is a given (weight) function. In the special case w(x) = 1, x ∈ R, wCRPS is nothing else but the Continuous Ranked Probability Scoring (CRPS) rule, see, e.g., Gneiting and Raferty [6, Section 4.2] . These scoring rules are commonly used in practice, see, e.g., the very recent work of Baran et al. [2] .
Recently, for any α > 0, Brehmer and Gneiting [3, Example 5] have introduced a scoring rule S α : P × R → [0, ∞] given by
For α = 2, it gives back the probability scoring rule CRPS. Using Theorem 1.1, Brehmer and Gneiting [3] have shown that the function S * α :
is a proper scoring rule, where the mapping P ∋ P → P * ∈ P is given by
and P * is the distribution function of the Dirac measure concentrated at a median of P in case of α ∈ (0, 1]. If α = 1 and there is more than one median of P, then there are other choices for P * .
Motivated by (1.3) and the form of Anderson-Darling distance of distribution functions (see, e.g., Anderson and Darling [1] or Deza and Deza [5, page 237]), we introduce a new scoring rule. Let P (0,1) be the set of distribution functions taking values in (0, 1). Then P (0,1) is a convex subset of P.
is a proper scoring rule, where the mapping P (0,1) ∋ P → P * ∈ P (0,1) is given by
Further, for any P ∈ P (0,1) and y ∈ R,
The proof of Proposition 1.3 can be found in Section 2.
1.4 Remark. (i) For each α > 0 and for each (weight) function w : R → (0, ∞), if S α,w is restricted to P (0,1) × R, where P (0,1) is a subclass of P (0,1) satisfying the following two properties: P * ∈ P (0,1) for any P ∈ P (0,1) and S α,w ( P * , P) is finite for any P ∈ P (0,1) , then S α,w restricted to P (0,1) × R is strictly proper relative to P (0,1) , i.e., it is proper relative to P (0,1) , and for any P, Q ∈ P (0,1) , the equality S α,w (Q, Q) = S α,w (P, Q) implies Q = P. In the next remark we initiate two other scoring rules.
1.5 Remark. One may try to investigate the properties of the scoring rules
y ∈ R, P ∈ P,
where α > 0. The second one with α = 1 is nothing else but the Anderson-Darling distance of the distribution functions P(x), x ∈ R, and ½ {y<x} , x ∈ R. For these scoring rules we were not able to derive similar results as in Proposition 1.3. ✷
Proof of Proposition 1.3
The technique of our proof is similar to that of Example 5 in Brehmer and Gneiting [3] , we will use Theorem 1.1. Fix α > 0, P ∈ P (0,1) and a (weight) function w : R → (0, ∞). Then for all Q ∈ P (0,1) , by Tonelli's theorem,
For fixed x ∈ R, let us introduce the function g x,P : (0, 1) → R,
q ∈ (0, 1).
One can calculate that for any q ∈ (0, 1),
If α 1, then g ′′ x,P (q) > 0, q ∈ (0, 1), and hence the function g x,P is strictly convex on (0, 1), and its unique minimum is attained at q * x,P ∈ (0, 1), which satisfies the equation g ′
x,P (q * x,P ) = 0. One can calculate that
Next, we show that for all α > 0, the function g x,P attains its minimum at g * x,P given in (2.1). Since g ′ x,P (q * x,P ) = 0, for this, it is enough to check that g ′′ x,P (q * x,P ) > 0. Since for all q ∈ (0, 1),
as desired. One can easily check that P * ∈ P (0,1) , i.e., P * is a distribution function with values in (0, 1), and (1.4) also shows that the mapping P (0,1) ∋ P → P * is injective. All in all, condition (1.2) of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied, i.e., S α,w ( P * , P) S α,w (Q, P), P, Q ∈ P (0,1) , and, by Theorem 1.1, we have the first part of the assertion. Further, for any P ∈ P (0,1) and y ∈ R, 
